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The Event Renaissance
HOW TO NAVIGATE POST-PANDEMIC REOPENING



HOW TO NAVIGATE EVENT REOPENING

As vaccinations numbers grow and pandemic 
restrictions loosen, we look with optimism towards a 
renaissance of events and experiences beginning to 

blossom in the North America and Europe. 

This guide provides a snapshot of event reopening 
innovations, trends, and a checklist for practical 

considerations in our new world.



1. Understand Your Purpose

Attending an event is no longer a flighty, last-minute decision. Guests will 
consider their comfort level and safety based on the attendance, event 
space, and programming, so create a compelling reason to take on risk. An 
event needs to be quality-driven, motivated by the higher purpose of its 
content and the connection between those in attendance. 

Consider philanthropic partnerships, culturally connected, educational, and 
participatory content, and activations which encourage socializing and 
networking between your guests.

T R I B E C A F I L M  F E S T I VA L

Tribeca Film Festival was launched in an effort 
to boost economic and cultural recovery in 

NYC post-9/11.  This year, on its 20th 
anniversary, the festival will be giving away 

free tickets to screenings in every borough as 
a celebration of the city’s collective love for 
film in a challenging time for the industry.  

D A Z E D  L I V E

Dazed Magazine will celebrate 30 years with a 
three-day festival and exhibition at its HQ, 

programmed with 30 moments open to the 
public to raise money for Centrepoint UK. The 

programme will feature live performances, 
talks, workshops, merchandise, and more. 
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2. Keep It Real

J A S O N  W U  AT  N Y F W

For Jason Wu’s NYFW presentation , IMG 
created a slice of Tulum on Spring Studios’ 
open air terrace with tropical plants, sand, 

and a boardwalk-style runway. Guests 
could mingle or sit in more private areas 

surrounded by lush greenery.

S U P E R B L U E  M I A M I

After a long period of lockdown, we are seeing mounting demand for live 
events from brands and consumers alike. People are craving physical, 
immersive experiences after a period of purely digital discovery, so keep 
screens at your events to a minimum during this reopening period.  

Use multi-sensorial elements of sound, touch, and smell to surprise your 
audience and hold their attention. In a recent HighSnobiety survey asking 
readers what they miss most about real-life experiences, they responded 
“experiencing the spontaneous,” “meeting new people,” and “feeling and 
touching things” as their top answers.
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Superblue, a new cultural venue in Miami, 
opened with a maze-like immersive art 
installation by British designer Es Devlin, 
kinetic sculptures by Studio Drift, and  
surreal environments by Team Lab.



F O U N D E R M A D E  D I S C O V E RY B O X

FounderMade, a retail conference for future-
minded brands, now offers virtual showcases 
coupled with a “Discovery Box” filled with the 

innovative products featured during each 
showcase. These boxes are shipped before each 

session, so you have them on hand at home.

C O M P L E X L A N D

Given limited capacities at this year’s events, offer an equally special and 
engaging digital experience with exclusive access to products or premium 
post-event content (not just a livestream). To create a physical experience 
for those attending from home, send a creative package to supplement 
digital content. 

For brands, events represent not only a pinnacle experience, but also a 
content creation engine that extends brand communications and 
engagement long after the event is over.
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As a virtual parallel to its famous ComplexCon, 
Complex launched the 3D shoppable 

experience ComplexLand,  featuring branded 
virtual shops, exclusive product drops, 

influencer panels, and gamified competitions—
activating its community online and offline.

3. Embrace the New Hybrid



R E S Y D R I V E - T H R U E L E C T R I C  M I L E

Pop-up and drive-through experiences are having a resurgence, with 
premium activations drawing new audiences. You can now attend drive-
through raves and festivals, or even order a 10-course tasting menu from 
your car. These events celebrate local culture and shared experience, while 
providing a level of safety and control to guests. 

The Resy Drive-Thru is a pop-up experience 
that offers a 10-course tasting menu from local 
chefs in select cities such as LA and Miami—all 

enjoyed from the comfort of your car.

 Electric Mile, a new live show concept from 
EDM giant Insomniac, is an audiovisual drive-

thru adventure filled with over 500 art 
installations and 5 million lights spread across 

seven different festival-inspired worlds.
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4. Experience On-the-Go



S E L F R I D G E S  W E D D I N G S

Selfridges has launched a series of wedding 
packages that will allow couples to get married 
at its famous London store. The micro-events 
will be limited to 20 attendees, and packages 

feature styling, pre-wedding beauty treatments, 
DJ sets, private cinema screening,  and dinner or 

breakfast at Brasserie of Light.

T I F FA N Y Y E L L O W  D I A M O N D  E V E N T

Tiffany hosted a yellow diamond-themed 
installation at its Beverly Hills location. There 
was a “Yellow Diamond Café” on site with 
sunny treats like ginger turmeric lattes and 

honeycomb ice cream, an exhibit of 
significant yellow diamonds, photo booths, 

and virtual try-on opportunities.

Experiential retail has become increasingly high-touch, as luxury moves 
towards by-appointment, highly personalized shopping. Consider 
personal styling appointments, luxury fitting rooms filled with pre-pulled 
looks in a client’s sizes, coupled with beauty consultations and a fine 
dining experience. 
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5. Offer Something Intimate



5  OFFER SOMETHING INTIMATE 

Experiential retail has become increasingly high-touch, as luxury 
moves towards by-appointment, highly personalized shopping.

2  KEEP IT REAL 

We are craving physical, immersive experiences after a period 
of purely digital discovery,  so keep screens to a minimum.

4  EXPERIENCE ON-THE-GO 

Pop-up and drive-through experiences are having a 
resurgence, with premium activations drawing new audiences. 

3  EMBRACE THE NEW HYBRID 

Given limited capacities at this year’s events, offer an equally 
special and engaging digital experience with exclusive access 
to products or premium post-event content.

5 Guiding Principles for Event Reopening

1  UNDERSTAND YOUR PURPOSE 

An event needs to be quality-driven, motivated by the higher 
purpose of its content and the connection between those in 
attendance.
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IN SUMMARY



2  INTRODUCE FLEXIBLE SPACES 

Outdoor areas, public gathering spaces, and smaller intimate 
breakout rooms are all common requests within a single event 
these days. Modular design and flexibility are key.

4  PARTNER FOR HEALTH SCREENINGS 

Health screening partners such as CLEAR Health Pass and 
Impact Health will keep event check-ins and testing on track.

3  COMMUNICATE PRE-EVENT 

Guests will want to understand event layout, attendance 
numbers, health precautions, and requirements for 
attendance (testing, vaccination).

Reopening Checklist

1  LEAD WITH EMPATHY 

People will have diverse, individual levels of comfort with 
regards to crowds and distancing, so take the time to 
understand your audience and guest list.
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

5  BREAK THE ICE 

Help people adjust to social spaces again with guidance and 
grace. Sometimes a hosted experience or a simple question 
card goes a long way.



Spring is uniquely placed to identify, 
concept, and deliver innovative  
brand experiences and content.

If you’d like to discuss how Spring can help you,  
please reach out to us at enquiries@springstudios.com
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